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FRAMEWORK MATERIALS

Sequencing of metals in multivariate
metal-organic frameworks
Zhe Ji1,2,3,4, Tong Li5*, Omar M. Yaghi1,2,3,4,6*
We mapped the metal sequences within crystals of metal-oxide rods in multivariate metal-organic
framework–74 containing mixed combinations of cobalt (Co), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), and manganese
(Mn). Atom probe tomography of these crystals revealed the presence of heterogeneous spatial
sequences of metal ions that we describe, depending on the metal and synthesis temperature used, as
random (Co, Cd, 120°C), short duplicates (Co, Cd, 85°C), long duplicates (Co, Pb, 85°C), and insertions
(Co, Mn, 85°C). Three crystals were examined for each sequence type, and the molar fraction of Co
among all 12 samples was observed to vary from 0.4 to 0.9, without changing the sequence type.
Compared with metal oxides, metal-organic frameworks have high tolerance for coexistence of different
metal sizes in their rods and therefore assume various metal sequences.

M

ultivariate metal-organic frameworks
(MOFs), in which either multiple organic functionalities (1) or metal ions
(2) (variate units) are incorporated into
their backbone, are capable of highly
selective separations (3–6) and catalysis (7–12),
exceeding in performance their less functionalized “simple” counterparts. Although the
identity and ratio of the variate units can be
readily quantified for these MOFs, determining their spatial arrangements remains a
challenge. On the conceptual level, the sequences that the variate units may have in a
MOF is likened to that of nucleotides in DNA
(13). The arrangements of the variate units
in MOFs introduce, as do the nucleotides in
DNA, what we consider “heterogeneity within
order” (14). The heterogeneity describes the
changing spatial arrangements of the variate units, which are covalently bound to an
otherwise ordered, translationally symmetric
backbone.
We focused on mixed metals in infinite
metal-oxide rods [known as secondary building units (SBUs)] (15) because such rods are
well represented in MOFs (16), most especially
those exhibiting unusual properties such as
carbon capture (17–19) and water harvesting
(20, 21). Because these rods are atomically
defined, they can be considered as thin fragments of metal oxides for which the arrangements of mixed metals have been examined
(22–25). We sought to apply similar techniques
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to mixed-metal rod MOFs and recognized the
potential for finding varying distributions of
metals. In this study involving MOFs of this
kind, the metals are known to be arranged
along the rod in a “chain” configuration. Their
spatial arrangement may follow many different scenarios, among which we consider four
categories: random (uniform distribution), short
and long duplicates (metals of the same kind
adjacent to each other, and their number is
defined as duplicate size), and insertions (a
metal inserted in the duplicates of another
metal type) (Fig. 1). The duplicates and insertions show recognizable regularity relative to
that of the random category. We viewed each
one of these as a metal sequence running along
the rod, and therefore it was reasonable to expect that such sequences may form the basis for
tunable gas adsorption and separation, effective polarization of incoming guest molecules,
and highly selective catalysis along a cascade
of heterometals.
The heterogeneity in DNA is characterized
by means of sequencing using enzymes, but
for MOFs, the conventional characterization
methods, such as x-ray crystallography and
nuclear magnetic resonance, are not as helpful
because they measure statistical averages over
bulk samples. Previously, attempts have been
made to decipher heterogeneity of variate units
in multivariate MOFs by using these techniques
(7, 26, 27); however, molecular-level sequencing
and obtaining real-space information remain an
outstanding challenge. Because heterogeneity
in variate units in MOFs manifests itself on the
molecular level, it further complicates analysis
by use of electron (28) and fluorescent microscopy imaging techniques (29). Fundamentally,
there has been no method to distinguish MOF
crystals of the same compound that are synthesized with the same composition of metals,
in which the metals may very well adopt different sequence types. In general, the lack of
capability to characterize mixed-metal MOFs
has impeded their study and the development

of more complex systems. In this contribution,
we show how atom probe tomography (APT)
(Fig. 1) can provide useful information in characterizing mixed-metal rod MOFs.
We chose the well-known structure of MOF74 (15) to perform our APT studies. This structure
is composed of metal-oxide rod SBUs joined
by organic linkers to form a honeycomb pattern of rods and pores propagating along the
crystallographic c axis (Fig. 1, along the z
direction). It crystallizes into hexagonal-prism–
shaped single crystals, and the metal-oxide
rods run parallel to the long dimension of these
crystals (Fig. 2A). A binary combination of
cobalt (Co), cadmium (Cd), lead (Pb), and
manganese (Mn) ions were used to synthesize
the mixed-metal MOF-74 crystals. These metals
were chosen because they have distinctive isotopes, an aspect critical to their successful identification in the APT measurements. The use of
different metal combinations has the potential
to cause variation in the type of metal sequence
achieved within the MOF. The size difference
of the mixed metals and its impact on bond
lengths and angles exemplify chemical effects
that introduce biasing into metal sequences.
Another chemical effect explored in this study
is the temperature of synthesis, by which the
competition between mixing enthalpy (lattice
matching) and configurational entropy (the
number of ways metals may arrange themselves in a lattice) comes into play. The consequence of this biasing is that for a binary
mixture of metals, one would expect sequences that deviate from randomness.
Accordingly, crystals of MOF-74 were synthesized in which the metal combination and
synthesis temperature were varied: Co,CdMOF-74 (120°C), Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C), Co,
Pb-MOF-74 (85°C), and Co,Mn-MOF-74 (85°C)
(supplementary text S1.1). For each of these
combinations and synthetic conditions, three
crystals were measured in parallel by means
of APT for a grand total of 12 crystals, where
the molar fraction of Co (cCo) within each crystal ranged from 0.4 to 0.9 (table S1). The statistical average of metal molar fractions over
all the crystals in a bulk sample was provided
by inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission
spectroscopy (ICP-AES) measurements and
found to be 0.6 to 0.9 (table S2). The structure
of the obtained MOF-74 crystals was confirmed
with powder x-ray diffraction (fig. S1). The crystal size and morphology were measured and
confirmed with scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) (fig. S2). The two metal types in the mixedmetal MOF crystals were observed by means
of energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy mapping and found to be distributed evenly on a
mesoscopic level throughout the whole MOF
crystals (fig. S3).
A higher resolution of the metal distributions in the crystals was achieved with APT,
which combines field ion microscopy with
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Fig. 1. Experimental approach. Shown is the use of APT technique to determine
the type of metal sequences that exist in mixed-metal MOFs containing
metal-oxide rods as building units linked by organics. Separating the sample and
the position-sensitive detector is a local electrode for modulating the electric

mass spectrometry (30) and has been used for
mapping elemental distributions in alloys (31–33)
and metal-oxide minerals (22–25). Triggered by
laser pulsing, ions in the sample are sequentially evaporated from the surface by field effect
and projected onto a position-sensitive detector, with their mass-to-charge ratio recorded
with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (Fig. 1).
Accordingly, both the chemical identity and
geometrical position of these ions are determined and thereby used to construct a threedimensional (3D) map for structural study of
the sample.
In this work, we show that we can use APT to
map the metal sequences within the 12 crystals
in real space and that the analysis of these
sequences gives four types of metal sequence,
depending on the specific metal combination
and the synthesis temperature: random (Co,
Cd, 120°C), short duplicates of two to four metals
(Co, Cd, 85°C), long duplicates of greater than
four metals (Co, Pb, 85°C), and insertions of a
single metal into duplicates of another metal
(Co, Mn, 85°C). Our analysis distinguished different sequences by using reconstituted metal chains (with ~84% accuracy) based on the
experimental 3D map obtained from APT.
Because APT has not before been used in the
analysis of MOFs, we outline the basic methodology and the challenges that we had to
overcome to obtain meaningful information
for metal sequences in mixed-metal MOFs by
using APT.
An important goal for the APT analysis was
to distinguish different types of metal sequence
in the mixed-metal rod MOF. Pairwise multicomponent short-range order (PM-SRO) has
been used to describe how the observed arrangements of metals in alloys differ from the
uniformity implied by their nominal stoichiometry (34, 35). It is this parameter that we
aimed to determine so as to help in identifying
Ji et al., Science 369, 674–780 (2020)
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field. Metals of different kinds are shown in blue, green, pink, and orange,
respectively. Carbon (C) and oxygen (O) atoms are colored in gray and white,
respectively. The sizes of the atoms are arbitrarily adjusted for better illustration
of metal sequence.

sequence types. The PM-SRO parameter is
defined as
aAB
m ¼

pmAB  cB
dAB  cB

where pmAB is the observed frequency of finding
a B-type atom at the position m from an origin
placed on an A-type atom, and c B represents
the molar fraction of B in the mixture. dAB
equals 1 if A = B and 0 if A ≠ B. In our study,
the latter case was not considered because we
always compared the same metal across the
sequence for determining their duplicate size;
thus, in our analysis A = B always. A positive
value of aAB indicates the tendency toward
segregation of A and B, whereas a negative
one suggests intermingling (mixing) of these
atoms. It would be zero if the distribution of
A and B were randomly uniform.
In contrast to bulk metals and metal oxides,
the analysis space in our rod MOFs is reduced
to one dimension, and m can only take on integer values, representing the distance between
metal pairs on a chain (supplementary text
S2.1, fig. S4, and table S3). To use the PM-SRO
parameter a, the span of m that keeps a > 0
was examined and treated as the duplicate size
predominating the metal sequence because it is
expected to have a high probability for finding
metals of the same type within a distance
shorter than the duplicate size. We define
sequence types as long duplicates, short duplicates, insertions, or random when they have
excessive duplicates (compared with randomness) in size >4, between 2 and 4, 1, or 0,
respectively. This definition has the advantage
of having an unbiased PM-SRO parameter a
when only a subset of metals from a sample
are detected, as is typically the case for APT
measurements. Even though in our experiments the detection efficiency is 52%, it will

not bias the measurement of a, as evidenced by
measuring the effect of random data removal
on simulated sequences (supplementary text
S2.2 and figs. S5 to S8). Through our APT experiments, the 52% detection efficiency still
yielded more than 5000 metal ions identified
from each MOF-74 crystal, a data size sufficient to provide an accuracy of a within ± 0.03
for a 95% confidence level, as calculated with
the Johnson-Klotz Markov chain method
(36) (supplementary text S2.3 and table S4).
The unbiased and accurate measurement of
a allows for robust identification of metal sequence types.
We also analyzed the distribution of duplicate sizes by directly counting duplicates in
metal sequences, which provided further guidance on assigning sequence types (supplementary text S2.4). Unlike the PM-SRO parameter,
duplicate size distribution is susceptible to
data loss (figs. S5 to S8). Because of the 52%
detection efficiency, the obtained duplicate
size distribution underestimates the level of
deviation from randomness; the real sequence
type of metals in the crystals deviates more
from randomness than what the distribution
of duplicate size tells us. Therefore, the distribution of duplicate size should be used with
caution and be combined with analysis of the
PM-SRO parameter.
In mapping metals by using APT, one must
be cognizant of spatial resolutions of ~0.2 nm
for depth (z axis, the vertical direction) and 0.5
to 1 nm for lateral (xy plane) (Fig. 1). The lower
resolution of the latter is caused by trajectory
aberrations and local magnification effects (37),
blurring out the in-plane position of atoms
from their true lattice sites (23). Nevertheless,
the depth resolution along z is sufficiently high
to distinguish atoms emanating from different
depths (38). In this study, we took advantage of
the high depth resolution by aligning the rod
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Fig. 2. APT measurement and sequencing
of metals in a Co,CdMOF-74 single
crystal. (A to D) The
APT sample preparation procedure was
recorded by a snapshot
mode in a dual-beam
focused ion beam/
SEM. A single crystal of
Co,Cd-MOF-74 was (A)
attached to a nanomanipulator, (B) aligned
vertically, (C) welded to
a Si microtip, (D)
detached from the
nanomanipulator, and
last [(D), top right
inset], sharpened into a
tip shape. Six of the
metal-oxide rods in the
MOF crystal, enclosing
a hexagonal pore, are
drawn [(A), inset] and
arbitrarily enlarged to
overlay on the crystal
for better illustration of
its long dimension,
which is parallel to the
rods. [(D), bottom-left
inset] The selectedarea electron diffraction pattern obtained
from the APT tip is
indexed in fig. S9
according to the
crystal structure of
MOF-74. Scale bars,
2 mm; (D), top right
inset, 0.4 mm; and (D),
bottom left inset, 2 nm−1.
(E to H) The mass
spectra of MOF-74
samples identified (E)
59
Co+, (F) 55Mn+, (G)
Cd+, and (H) Pb+ isotopes, and other species (figs. S11 to S24).
(I) 3D-APT reconstruction shows all the
metals detected
(56,605 in total) from
a single crystal of
Co,Cd-MOF-74 in a 3D
space of 20 by 20 by
70 nm. A zoomed-in
region where there are
metal chains is shown. (J to L) Metal chains extracted from the raw data were reconstituted into metal-oxide rod SBUs, yielding (J) a good match, (K) a redundant
metal, and (L) a missing metal. (M) The neighboring metal chains were reconstituted into rods that are connected by organic linkers. (N) The sequence of 723 metal
chains is presented in a bitmap, where the color of squares represents the identity of metals located in the chain. Among these metal sequences, those of the 105th, 117th,
and 532nd metal chains are displayed with magnification. (O) The metal-oxide rods reconstituted from the 105th, 117th, and 532nd metal chains. Color code: Co, blue;
Cd, pink; missing metals, orange; O, white; and C, gray. The sizes of atoms follow the same condition as in Fig. 1.
Ji et al., Science 369, 674–780 (2020)
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Fig. 3. Statistical analysis of metal
arrangements in multivariate MOF-74.
(A) The PM-SRO parameter a plotted
against the distance m between metal pairs
in Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C). (B) The histogram of duplicate sizes in this MOF
crystal. Relative frequency is calculated by
normalizing the difference between
the number of duplicates observed and
that simulated according to uniform
distribution. (C) The structure model of
metal-oxide rod SBUs in a random
sequence for Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C).
(D to F) The a plot, duplicate size
histogram, and structural model for
Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C). (G to I) The
a plot, duplicate size histogram, and
structural model for Co,Pb-MOF-74
(85°C). (J to L) The a plot, duplicate size
histogram, and structural model for Co,
Mn-MOF-74 (85°C). Error bars were
calculated according to five independent
runs of data processing, and the uncertainty was derived from the stochastic
nature of the k-means clustering
algorithm. Some error bars are not shown
because these duplicate sizes are consistently not found (relative frequency
remained –1 without variability). Color code:
Co, blue; Cd, pink; Pb, green; Mn, red;
and O, white.

SBUs of the MOF along the longest dimension
of the hexagonal-prism crystal perpendicular to
the detection plane (Fig. 2, A to D, and supplementary text S3.1). As such, the chain of
metals in the metal-oxide rod SBUs are subject
to metal sequence “reading” along the measurement z axis. The final MOF specimen was
sharpened by using a dual-beam focused ion
beam into a tip (diameter of <100 nm) (Fig.
2D, top right inset) suitable for APT measurements, without loss of crystallinity, as confirmed by means of electron diffraction (Fig.
2D, bottom left inset, and fig. S9).
We performed APT on all 12 crystals (supplementary text S3 and fig. S10). All the constituent metals were identified from mass
spectra because their isotopes have mass-tocharge ratios distinctive from that of the complex fragments generated from the organic
linker during the APT experiment (Fig. 2, E to
Ji et al., Science 369, 674–780 (2020)
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H; figs. S11 to S24; and table S5). We choose
here as an illustrative example Co,Cd-MOF-74
(120°C), where the position and the chemical
identity of 56,605 metals were collected and
mapped (Fig. 2I). A prerequisite for the reconstitution of rod SBUs is that the lateralposition inaccuracy of APT not be too large to
turn data into complete randomness, and thus
chains of metal can still be discernable from
their 3D map. An aspect that works in our
favor is the choice of a rod MOF as an object
for this study. The separation of the metal rods
through organics works against the unfavorable contributions of the lateral resolution
because the overlap in detecting metals on
different rods is reduced.
To assess whether the distribution of metals
statistically displays a linear trend, we evaluated their clustering tendency along different directions. For a metal chain propagating

along the z direction, its projection onto the xy
plane displays a cluster where the metals appear on top of each other (eclipsed). By contrast, its projections onto the xz or the yz plane
would assume a linear configuration, with
higher position variance than that of a cluster.
To distinguish this anisotropy for our sample,
the 3D map containing the identity of the
metals as well as their positions was flattened
into each of the three Cartesian planes (supplementary text S4.1 and S4.2). These data
were input into a k-means clustering algorithm
for partitioning metals into clusters on the
basis of their in-plane proximity. This gave the
variance in metal positions within a cluster,
which was found to be lower in the xy plane
(as expected owing to the metals being eclipsed),
compared with those in the xz and yz plane, all
of which are lower than that of a randomly
uniform distribution (fig. S25). The tendency
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that metals are preferentially clustered along
the z axis and therefore arranged in a linear
pattern in this direction allowed the reconstitution of the rod SBUs in the crystal of Co,
Cd-MOF-74 (120°C).
The reconstitution of metal chains was done
by developing an algorithm specifically designed
to assign the metals from the 3D map into
chains (supplementary text S4.3, figs. S26 and
S27, and table S6). The metals belonging to the
same cluster partitioned by the k-means algorithm on the xy plane will constitute a chain
if their vertical distances match the crystallographic vertical distance of 2.25 Å between
two neighboring metals in the structure of
MOF-74. On the basis of this distance criterion, metals falling within ±50% (considering
the depth resolution of APT measurements)
were assumed to be neighbors, assigned to the
same metal chain, and reconstituted together
into a metal-oxide rod (Fig. 2J). However, if
within this range more than one metal was
found, the one closest to the crystallographic
position was chosen to minimize the chance of
mistaking it with an off-position metal that
actually belongs to a neighboring chain (Fig.
2K). If no metal satisfied this distance criterion, a missing ion was assumed to be in that
position and arbitrarily placed to accommo-

date the 52% detection efficiency (Fig. 2L).
This allowed for the continuous search for the
next metal in the chain. The search for metals
belonging to a chain terminated when two
missing metals were found in a row. Then, the
metal assignment for the next chain was initiated until the entire 3D map of metal was
exhausted. If two separate metal chains were
spaced by the size of a phenylene ring (5.6 Å),
they were reconstituted into neighboring rod
SBUs connected by organic linkers (Fig. 2M
and supplementary text S4.4). All the metal
chains thus extracted from the 3D map are
shown in Fig. 2N. Among the 723 chains examined in this single crystal, the longest one
(the 105th) was found to be 27 metals in length
and has 9 Co, 12 Cd, and 6 missing metals (Fig.
2O). Even though the detection efficiency was
52%, the reason that the number of missing
metals appears low has to do with our choice
of long chains of relatively fewer missing metals to proceed to the next sequence analysis (supplementary text S4.5). This helped
in increasing the accuracy of metal-chain
reconstitution.
We used the developed chain-searching algorithm to confirm the proper alignment of
MOF crystals during sample preparation. The
alignment of MOFs during sample preparation

Fig. 4. The metal arrangement across neighboring metal-oxide rods. (A) The PM-SRO parameter a for
describing the distribution of metal pairs on the neighboring rods in Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C). (B) The structure
model of Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C), illustrating the independent type of metal arrangement across rods.
(C) The PM-SRO parameter for Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C). (D) The structure model of Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C),
displaying sequence copies across rods. Color code: Co, blue; Cd, pink; O, white; and C, gray.
Ji et al., Science 369, 674–780 (2020)
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(Fig. 2, A to D) might not be 100% accurate,
causing the inaccuracy in chain searching. The
orientation of chains along the z direction was
corroborated by intentionally rotating the 3D
map along the x or y axis to examine whether
this operation yields fewer number of chains
(supplementary text S4.7). When this was
done for the crystal of Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C),
we found that it was aligned as we expected
(fig. S28 and table S7). These results indicate
that the metal-oxide rods were aligned along
the z axis (misalignment angle < 5°) and were
structurally preserved despite some lateral deviation during the measurements.
To evaluate the impact of trajectory aberration
on the accuracy of assigning metals in chains,
we applied the same algorithm presented above
to a virtual 3D map of metals that was simulated by adding a Gaussian noise (23) to their
lateral crystallographic positions (supplementary text S4.8). The positional deviation resulting from the added noise was chosen to match
the simulated data with the experimental ones
in terms of the within-cluster metal-position
variance obtained from the k-means algorithm
(figs. S29 and S30). By tracking the number of
metals that were correctly assigned into chains,
the accuracy was estimated to be ~81% (table
S8). When only metal chains with few missing
atoms and a small variation in lateral position
(constituent metals are more eclipsed) were
used for metal rod reconstitution, the accuracy
can be further enhanced to ~84%. Whereas a
lower accuracy will turn regularity into randomness, this accuracy was found sufficient
to allow us to observe recognizable deviation
from randomness in metal sequences.
To determine the sequence type of our samples, the PM-SRO parameter a was calculated
for the obtained reconstituted chains. Its value
was found to remain near zero at different distances for Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C) (Fig. 3A),
corresponding to the existence of a random
sequence of metals (Fig. 3C). Consistently, the
histogram of duplicate sizes within this sequence obtained through direct counting was
in good agreement with those of the sequences
simulated through uniform distribution (Fig. 3B).
A crystal of the same metal combination
but synthesized at a lower temperature (85°C)
showed duplicates for both Co and Cd (Fig.
3F), evidenced by the enhanced frequency of
finding metals of the same type within a distance of 2 and in a lower frequency beyond
this distance (Fig. 3D). This result indicates
the dominance of duplicates in the size of 3,
which was corroborated by the duplicate size
histogram (Fig. 3E). These types of sequence
were found to be consistent among crystals
made under the same synthetic conditions
(fig. S31), although their molar fraction of metals varies.
The physical nature behind the observed
metal arrangements in multivariate MOF-74
5 of 6
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is rationalized by an energy diagram (supplementary text S5.2 and fig. S32). Fundamentally, the distinct metal sequences represent
intermediate states in the continuum between
complete phase separation and ordered alternation in a single phase. A random sequence
maximizes the configurational entropy (39),
which could be translated into the minimum
free energy under the assumption that the enthalpy change involved in the permutation of
components is negligible. This assumption
does not hold true, for example, when metals
of varying sizes are mixed into an alloy. The
Hume-Rothery Rule requires that the atomic
radius of the metals in solid-solution alloys
must differ by no more than 15% (40). The
requirement of similar ion radii has also been
observed for metal oxides, with the difference
being up to 25% (41–43). Otherwise, the generated lattice mismatch causes substantial
strain, and the resultant energy cost drives
the system to deviate from the entropic maximum. Within metal-oxide rods in MOF-74,
the partial replacement of Co (0.65 Å in radius for +2 ions) by the larger Cd (0.95 Å)
induces distorted metal-O bonds (44), and
consequently, a duplicate sequence is favored
to minimize the energy penalty. When we performed synthesis at a higher temperature,
the contribution of configuration entropy became more dominant, thus making the entropy
well steeper (fig. S32). Therefore, the combination of Co and Cd—which grows into short
duplicates at low synthesis temperature—at
a higher temperature falls into the regime of
random sequences.
Although duplicate sizes as large as 5 and 6
were mostly absent from Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C),
these long duplicates and even longer ones
were indeed highly populated in Co,Pb-MOF-74
(85°C), where instead shorter duplicates were
unfavorable (Fig. 3, H and I). This is evidenced
by the values of the PM-SRO parameter, where
we found that they remained positive in distant
regions (Fig. 3G). When the larger Pb (1.19 Å)
was used instead of Cd in their combination
with Co, metal mixing involved more substantial size mismatch and therefore yielded longer
duplicate sizes, as expected. The size difference of 83% between Co and Pb in MOF-74
far exceeds the 25% limit observed for solidsolution metal oxides, without entering the
phase separation stage. This crystal having
equal amounts of metals and the observation
of long duplicates rather than random are evidence of the importance of chemical effects in
biasing sequences and the power of APT in
illuminating how metals are mixed in multimetallic MOFs.
Last, insertion sequences (Fig. 3L) were found
for Co,Mn-MOF-74 (85°C), where one metal
prefers to insert into duplicates of the other,
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thus leading to a decrease in the segregation of
the inserting metal (Fig. 3K) and a corresponding increase in PM-SRO parameters for longer
distances (Fig. 3J). The insertion sequence indicates a possible attractive interaction between Co and Mn, which have similar sizes
(0.65 and 0.67 Å, respectively). For Co,Pb-MOF74 and Co,Mn-MOF-74, we halved the analyzed
crystals and found that there was no disparity
in sequence type between their respective segments (fig. S33).
We further extended our method to the
analysis of sequences of neighboring chains
(Fig. 4). Other than the metal sequences within
the metal-oxide rods, there are in general three
different ways to spatially arrange these sequences: copies (the same metal sequences in
neighboring rods that are aligned with respect
to each other), inverse (the metal type in one
sequence is displaced by another metal type in
neighboring rods), and independent (no correlation between the sequences on neighboring
rods) (fig. S34). To decipher the metal arrangements across neighboring rods, we performed
the same PM-SRO analysis on the obtained sequences except for the origin used for defining
position, which we placed on the rod neighboring the one under evaluation (supplementary text S2.1). A distance of zero means that the
two metals are aligned at the same height on
neighboring rods. According to the interchain
PM-SRO parameters, Co,Cd-MOF-74 (120°C) displayed an independent metal arrangement
between rods (Fig. 4, A and B). However, in
Co,Cd-MOF-74 (85°C), short duplicates of the
same type were found to be aligned between
neighboring rods, constituting a copy arrangement (Fig. 4, C and D).
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